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now the superconductor might be
used practically in laboratories.
The sodium-ammonia ice reported
by Dr. Ogg is described as a "deepblue solid with a bronzelike luster."
Electrical resistance is measured in
The resistance of the soohms.
dium and ammonia in liquid form
was about 10,000 ohms.
That of the
“ice” was only 16 ohms, and even
this, it was believed, might have
of been overcome.

Sodium and Ammonia
Ice Gives Electricity

Superconductor
By Thomas R. Henry
A

practical superconductor
The superconductor was produced
electricity, for years one of the faroff goals of physics which would by filling thin-walled glass cells
with the liquid and plunging them
revolutionize power transmission all
into liquid air.
over the world, may be on the horizon.
Back yard poultry raising in AuIt is a mixture of powdered me- stralia has swelled that nation's egg
tallic sodium and liquid, ammonia- output to record size.
one part of the sodium to 400 of the

Spectator
Pump

*9.75
Smart new Tan Calf
Spectator Pump,
built-up leather
heel,
perforated

ammonia—frozen to form a solid at
a temperature of
about, 95 below
zero centigrade,'which is about the
temperature of dry ice.

vamp & saucy bow.

Through an “ice wire” of this sort
current might be expected to flow
indefinitely with no loss due to resistance.
The immediate picture
which arises is of tiny tubes filled
with the substance and packed in
dry ice—obviously impossible for
any commercial or industrial application in such a shape, but offering
a toe-hold for possibly far-reaching
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Seek to Duplicate Results.
The phenomenon was reported by
Richard A. Ogg of Stanford University and efforts have been made to
duplicate his results at the United
States Bureau of Standards here.
Physicists there believe that even
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Little nosegays in delicate tints are scattered against
the creamy background of this glazed earthenware
dinner service. This pattern will set a particularly re-
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Give him your picture so he
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that better than almost anything. Be photographed in our
studio. No appointment needed.
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Saleswomen Wanted
PERMANENT POSITIONS

COAT AND SUIT DEPARTMENTS

For Your Boudoir
—a

New Chair
addition of comfort and glamour

Salary and Commission on All Sales
Earnings of
week

Choisette, choir and

ottoman combination that
when together, look like a chaise longue. Choir
has coil-spring base, loose cotton-filled seot
‘and back. Cotton flower print on white, rose,

blue--■--—$41.50
Chair, comfortable and attractive chair for
back, coil-spring base,
Colorful cotton print
reversible T-cushion.

your boudoir has tufted

covering
&

Experienced Saleswomen for Our Fur Department
Salary Plus Commission Guaranteed
Earnings of $50 to $100 week

of full-blown

RUSSELL, Personnel Manager

roses

-$39.95
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Bethesda, Maryland
7201 Wisconsin Avenue
Store Hours 9:30 till 6
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1
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“Miss

Washington

Fashions”

12th and F Sts., N.W.

-$20

Chaise Longue, long and luxurious, coil-spring
base construction with reversible loose cushion
and pillow back. Cotton flower print on black,
yellow, rose, blue

Branch Stores

APPLY IMMEDIATELY TO MISS

$19.95

20x32 inches
to 6x9 feet

THIRD FLOOR

These Special Privileges: 20% discount on all wearing apparel purchased for personal
use. Tivo weeks vacation with pay. Insurance and hospitalization privileges.

$2.95
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It has been known for years that
the resistance of conductors becomes exceedingly low, theoretically
nothing, at extremely low temperatures, but the highest temperature
at which this phenomenon has been
observed before is about 15 degrees
absolute, or 15 degrees above minus
490. The temperature of minus 95
centigrade is equivalent to 190 degrees absolute. It is easily obtainable, whereas 15 degrees absolute is
about the lower limit possible to obtain in a well-equipped pressure
laboratory with complicated apparatus.
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